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hristians have been trying to convert Jews C for two thousand years. And for two 
thousand years Jews have been resisting with notable 
resiliency. Judaism has lost more Jews to apathy or 
assimilation than i t  ever has-or.  probably ever will-to 
the blandishments of Christian missionaries. Jews’ un- 
willing to affirm the beliefs or practice the rites of 
Judaism are rarely ripe candidates for the ardent Chris- 
tian proselytizer. As a matter of fact, these approaches 
have most often revolted even the most cynical Jew. In 
modem times proselytism has become a kind of chronic 
nuisance, having two main effects, both of them nega- 
tive. It produced a deep-seated anti-Christian attitude 
within the bosom of the Jewish body, and it facilitated a 
defensive withdrawal by Jews from the larger “gentile 
world.” Jews sometimes justify this inwardness with 
words like “peoplehood.” Non-Jews have as often 
labeled it ‘‘clannishness.” 

So long as missionary energy was confined to a small 
fringe element of American Christianity and was low on 
the visible agenda of mainline Protestant or Catholic 
bodies, Jews have chosen to ignore i t .  Organizations 
such as the American Board of Mission to the Jews were 
shunned as “fringe bodies,’’ disregarded by the major 
forces of both Judaism and Christianity. Slowly, more 
liberal Jews and Christian groups, particularly Protes- 
tant, began to find one another across the interfaith gap. 
The brotherhood movement of the pre-World War I1  
period was the first “footbridge”’thrown across the gap. 
After World War I1 the more meaningful and more 
demanding civil rights and antiwar efforts took over. By 
the mid- 1960’s the American Roman Catholic communi- 
ty, under the impetus of Vatican 11, dramatically entered 
the interreligious scene. The overall momentum was 
unfortunately short-lived. The movement floundered as 
a result of different attitudes toward the politics of the 
Middle East, the end of organized religion’s involve- 
ment in America’s social struggles, and a shift in 
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thinking from optimistic liberalism to more conservative 
self-concern. 

The last shift has had a profound effect on the 
American religious community. I f  once we religionists 
saw ourselves living together i n  an orchestrated 
pluralism--each group blending its own cultural and 
ethnic strengths in search of the common good-today 
each ethnic, racial, religious, or social group lives in 
self-imposed isolation, in  angry competition with i t s  
opposite number. Each segment competes for scarce 
living room, scarce quality education, scarce jobs, and 
even scarcer federal or municipal funds for health and 
welfare services. Particularly in our.growing metropoli- 
tan complexes one can detect a mood of polarization and 
confrontation. 

The Jewish community has not been unaffected by this 
change. To the contrary, there is much evidence to 
suggest that today Jews are among the foremost prac- 
titioners of confrontation. They seem willing to confront 
even the president of the United States. Many in the 
Jewish community are convinc.ed that the reason Jimmy 
Carter agreed to a joint working paper with Israel’s 
Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan, immediately after the 
release last October of the joint U.S.-USSR Middle East 
statement, was because American Jewry’s furious con- 
frontation had worked. 

The eruption of the previously quiescent missionary 
enterprise has further exacerbated the mood of confron- 
tation and endangered interreligious relations in this 
country. If  at one time Jews ignored these marginal 
missions to the Jews, feeling that to challenge their puny 
efforts was beneath Jewish dignity, that is no longer the 
case. The proliferation of pockets of Messianic Jews, 
Jewish-Christians, and Hebrew-Christians in all of their 
guises has angered the Jewish community, particularly 
on the two coasts, where there are heavy concentrations 
of Jews and many of these groups have set up “national 
headquarters.” Now Jews are saying: “You see, they’re 
out to convert us again. Only this time, we won’t let 
them. This time we will use every possible method to 
keep our Jews-mostly the young-from being caught 
by these people.” 
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The Jewish community is using every means at its 
disposal to fight back. Ridicule is one technique. On 
highways all over the country one can see bumper 
stickers that read: “We found it-FIRST!” or “We 
never lost it!” or “Who needs it?” Programs and 
courses flourish that are designed to teach Jewish youth 
how to answer the missionary when he challenges them 
with a spate of biblical quotations “proving” that the 
Hebrew Bible predicted the coming of Christ. Legal and 
illegal deprogramming techniques are also in vogue. As 
one rabbi told this writer recently: “We have every right 
to bring our kids back even if the way we do it  may be 
illegal. We have to fight fire with fire.” So pervasive is 
this feeling that the Union o f  American Hebrew Congre- 
gations, the national body of Reform Judaism, had some 
difficulty passing a resolution at its recent national 
assembly that stated in part: 

We affirm the right to use legal deprogramming 
efforts ... but we cannot affirm the right of the use of 
illegal deprogramming efforts which use illegal coer- 
cive measures, even when they are designed to return 
an offspring to the family faith. 

he reasons for this mood of Jewish mili- T tancy are complex. Undoubtedly guilt 
plays a major role. Certainly the remembrance of the 
Holocaust also triggers the Jewish response. World 
Jewry is eternally haunted by the belief that i t  did not do 
enough to save Jews from the ravages of Nazism. Jews 
are committed to the proposition that they must never 
again be guilty of not doing all in their power to save 
even one Jew from the larger “alien” world. This 
feeling has fired Jewish militancy in the Soviet Jewry 
campaign. I t  has peculiar applicability for many Ameri- 
can Jewish parents. Subliminally perhaps they know 
how disingenuous have been their demands for Jewish 
education of their children. They have tolerated, if not 
insisted, on an education that did not demand too much, 
consume too much time, or teach too much about what it 
means to be Jewish. As a result many, maybe the major- 
ity of Jewish youth today, have so little real Jewish 
knowledge that they are unable to respond to the aggres- 
sive challenges sometimes presented to them by militant 
Christian missionaries. A young Jew who is lonely, in 
defiance of his or her family, or is seeking the security of 
some authoritative leader or structure may be particu- 
larly vulnerable to the persuasive powers of a convinced 
proselytizer. The profile of many who have been caught 
up  in these groups strongly indicates the.presence of the 
above characteristics. 

Then too Jews know how numerically small they are. 
They feel the loss of every and any Jew. They feel that no 
Jew, young or old, committed or indifferent, can be 
permitted to leave the Jewish people without protest. 
Any visible effort to draw off even one Jew by the 
non-Jewish world, must be vigorously resisted. 

Distortions and misrepresentations of Jewish thought 
and practice are a third cause for the new Jewish 
militancy. Many Jews are infuriated by what they con- 
sider the simplistic nonsense offered by the Hebrew- 
Chtistians. They are offended, beyond the point of quiet 

toleration, when they encounter claims that one may be 
at  the same time both a believing Jew and a Christian, 
since “none of the early disciples of Christ renounced 
their Jewishness” (a proposition offered by the “Jews 
for Jesus”). Believing Jews are contemptuous of the 
suggestion that belief in  Jesus as the Messiah is the 
fulfillment rather than the contradiction of Judaism. I f  
none of the early disciples renounced their Judaism, 
neither did any of them practice Christianity. They did 
not substitute the worship of Jesus for the worship of 
God. They attended the synagogue, not a church. They 
practiced Judaism by exclusively observing Jewish rites, 
customs, and ceremonies. They did not substitute as 
“gospel” a New Testament for the Hebrew Bible. In 
short, there was no syncretism of any kind, and, when 
Christianity later began to be syncretistic, Judaism 
renounced it. Rabbi Abbahu taught: “If any person 
declares ‘I am God,’ he is a liar; ‘I am the Son of Man,’ 
one will ultimately be disappointed in him; ‘I shall 
ascend to Heaven,’ he says so but shall not fulfill i t” 
(Jerusalem Talmud, Taanit 65b). Teachings like these 
were clearly aimed at disassociating. Judaism from na- 
scent Christianity. 

“. . .today Jews are among the foremost 
practitioners of confrontation. 9 9  

Moreover, Judaism’s monotheism abjures any effort 
to incarnate deity even as it rejects any thesis suggesting 
that the mashiach-the messiah7has appeared on 
earth. There is simply no way that belief in Jesus as the 
Christ-the messiah-an be reconciled with Judaism. 
Individual Jews may and do believe whatever they wish. 
Those beliefs can never be equated with normative 
Judaism, however. 

Beyond these reasons for confrontation, Jews are 
troubled by a more upsetting question: “Why should any 
Jewish person, young or old, become caught up in a 
Jewish-Christian atmosphere or a cult?” Why should 
Jewish youth be vulnerable to what is not only philosoph- 
ically very thin gruel, but physically as limiting of 
personal freedom& a cult? “Why are any of our young 
people so susceptible?” Answers to these questions may 
reveal the failure of much of America’s organized 
religion. Obviously, those of our youth who are in- 
trigued or captured by missionary movements or cults 
are looking for something we in the synagogue are not 
providing. And, since more Christian than Jewish youth 
seem caught up in charismatic Christian movements and 
cults, the accusation might be leveled equally at the 
church. 

Has the vaunted warmth of the Jewish family become 
of late more myth than reality? Has Jewish education, 
particularly of the non-Orthodox variety (little and poor 
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as i t  is), been insufficiently reasonable, or has i t  been 
rejected because i t  was too rational? Have Jewish reli- 
gious schools concentrated too much on the teaching of 
Hebrew and the love of Zion and not enough on theology 
and the meaning of Jewish history? The answer to all 
these questions is probably “yes.” 

No wonder each Jewish young person who moves into 
the world of the Hebrew-Christian or the cults hurts the 
Jewish community. The community seeks to alleviate 
the pain by retrieving the miscreant, not by correcting 
the system that failed the child. No wonder American 
Jewish leadership fights vigorously each and every 
Hebrew-Christian missionary group,’ particularly those 
that have so boldly surfaced in the past few years. The 
confrontation is almost inevitable. 

What of American Protestantism’s reaction to all this? 
How have the mainline Protestant denominations re- 
sponded to the activities of Jewish-Christians who so 
blatantly seek to convert Jews? 

One would like to believe that mainstream Protestant- 
ism is not only embarrassed by what it  sees happening 
but also outspoken in i f s  repudiation of these move- 
ments. That is only partially true. Exceptional critical 
reactions do occasionally surface. They are noteworthy 
because they are exceptional. 

In Long Island, where groups like the “Jews for 
Jesus,” “B’nai Yeshua,” “Hinneni.” and “Bet Saar 
Shalom” are particularly active, the Reverend Lawrence 
McCoomb, a member of the Long Island Episcopal 
Church’s Commission on Christian-Jewish Relations, 
issued the following statement in February of 1977: 

The current rise of “Jewish Christian” missionary 
activity is distressing to both Jews and Christians. I t  is 
upsetting because i t  impugns the integrity of Jewish 
belief. It is alarming to Christians because it misrep- 
resents Christianity. 

Later that same year the Long Island Council of 
Churches issued a statement similar in spirit. They noted 
with alarm 

. ..that certain groups are engaging in subterfuge and 
dishonesty in representing the claims of their faith 
groups. The Board points out that there is a confusion 
which results in mixing religious symbols in ways 
which distort their essential meaning. The Board also 
deplores the pressures which result when any faith 
groups call into question the right of continued exis- 
tence of another faith group. 

In this regard the Board of Governors of the Long 
Island Council of Churches is particularly concerned 
about the alleged dishonest conversionary tactics 
employed by such groups as Jews for Jesus, B’nai 
Yeshua and the Unification Church. 

The statement elicited a lawsuit filed by the “Jews for 
Jesus” against the Long Island Council of Churches. It 
alleged that the Council statement damaged their reputa- 
tion, fund raising, and effectiveness. The case was 
eventually dismissed. 

One of the most publicized of the Jewish-Christian 
missionaries is the Reverend Jack (“Abba”) Hickman, 
an ordained Lutheran minister, for sixteen years pastor 

of the Christ Lutheran Church of East Meadow, Long 
Island. His blatant practice of Jewish-Christianity has 
changed so radically the character of his church that in 
November, 1977, the American Lutheran Church sus- 
pended his congregation on charges that the church is 
practicing a dual approach to religion, which “subordi- 
nates the Christian Gospel to Jewish religious and social 
customs.” Father Hickman remains undaunted by the 
suspension: “We have chosen to identify with the 
Christian church of the first century, when many Jews 
accepted Christ as the Messiah. Jesus was and always 
will be a Jew.” 

During this same period, the Lutheran Church- 
Missouri Synod revived its Committee on Witnessing to 
Jewish People, dormant for mofe than three decades. 
The Synod’s biennial convention, meeting in Dallas, 
Texas, in July, 1977, adopted a “two-year goal of 
persuading 50% of our congregations to prepare them- 
selves for effective witness to Jewish people” and 
encouraged “especially those congregations in or near 
Jewish communities to reach out to the Jews and share 
our faith that Jesus of Nazareth is the promised Mes- 
siah.” When asked to respond to this Missouri Synod 
initiative, a spokesman for the National Council of 
Churches seemed somewhat conflicted: “All Christians 
are called upon to declare the good news to all people.” 
But he took issue with “singling out any one group for 
evangelism. * *  “We don’t renege on declaring good news 
to all people, but we feel i t  is wrong to imply that the 
Jewish people do not have an enduring relationship with 
God and that to improve their relationship they need to 
embrace a new tradition.” 

In  October, 1977, the chairman of the Synagogue 
Council of America’s interreligious affairs committee 
met with members of the Missouri Synod’s committee to 
request that they at least suspend their activities until 
there could be some intensive conversation with repre- 
sentatives of America’s Jewish religious community. 
The committee received the request with respect, but in a 
later reply said they would go ahead with their program. 

Not all Lutheran bodies share the passion for pro- 
selytism. o f  the Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod. In  
197 1 the division of theological studies of the Lutheran 
Council in the USA (a body that includes the Lutheran 
Church-Missouri Synod) stated in its “Some Observa- 
tions and Guidelines for Conversations Between Luther- 
ans and Jews”: “I t  should be underscored that neither 
polemics nor conversions are the aim of such conversa- 
tions, nor is false irenicism or mere surface agree- 
ment.. . . * ’  

vangelical Protestantism is an enigma to E American Jewry. On the one hand Jews 
deeply appreciate evangelical support of Israel. On the 
other hand they remain dubious of a theology that 
motivates at least some evangelicals to seek the conver- 
sion of Jews. In May, 1976, Arthur F. Glasser, dean of 
the faculty of the School of Mission of Fuller Theologi- 
cal Seminary (Los Angeles), evangelicalism’s most 
prestigious graduate school of theology, issued a 
“statement on Jewish concern.” I n  i t  he charged the 
church as a whole 
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to do more than merely include the Jewish people in 
their evangelistic outreach. We would encourage an  
active response to the mandate of Rom. 1:16 calling 
for evangelism “to the Jews first.”. . . we heartily 
encourage Jewish believers in Him, including those 
who call themselves Messianic Jews, Hebrew Chris- 
tians and Jews for Jesus to retain their Jewish heri- 
tage, culture, religious practices and marriage cus- 
toms within the context of a sound Biblical theology 
expressing Old and New Testament truth.. . .More, we 
feel it incumbent on Christians in all traditions to 
reinstate the work of Jewish evangelism in their 
missionary obedience. Jewish oriented programs 
should be developed. Appropriate agencies for 
Jewish evangelism should be formed. And churches 
everywhere should support those existing institutions 
which are faithfully and lovingly bearing a Christian 
witness to the Jewish people. 

Dean Glasser’s statement cannot be dismissed as the 
thinking ofone isolated individual. The March 18, 1977, 
issue of Christianify Today, conservative Protestan- 
tism’s most distinguished voice, contained an editorial 
that, after noting the support evangelicals had given the 
cause of Israel, went on to note the unwillingness of Jews 
to “recognize Jesus Christ as their Messiah.. . .” 

For evangelicals to refrain from sharing the Good 
News with all men, including Jews, would be incon- 
sistent with their faith. Our Jewish friends must live 
with our conviction, even as we recognize their right 
to try to make converts from among Gentiles. If 
evangelical-Jewish relations are to prosper we.. .must 
acknowledge the right of each group to make volun- 
tary converts from among the followers of the other. 

Carl Henry, the former editor of Christianity Today, has 
for many years been the most articulate spokesman for 
the mainstream of conservative Protestantism. In a 
recent statement, “Christian Mission Must Continue,” 
Mr. Henry put the matter succinctly: 

What gain is it  if some towering neo-Protestant 
theologian assures Jewry that this is hardly the time 
for Christian evangelism of the Jew if the assumption 
underlying this verdict is that one religion is as good 
as another, or that the supernatural is a fiction (the 
giving of the Mosaic law and the origin of prophetic 
religion are here fully as much at stake as are the 
virgin birth and bodily resurrection of Jesus). . . . 

The basic issue between Christian and Jew remains: 
is Jesus of Nazareth the Messiah of promise, or shall 
we look for another? Any implication that the Jew 
stands no nearer the parameters of that issue than do 
others does less justice to historical factualities and 
does not in the long run  best serve interfaith good will. 

Evangelical Christianity. most of which is fundamental 
in  its theology, is the fastest growing part of Protestan- 
tism in this country. I t  is estimated that between thirty 
and fifty million (half the Protestant population) con- 
sider themselves evangelical and they are to be found in 

all the denominations. Does their growth pose a conver- 
sionary threat to Jews? So far the Jewish community has 
not wanted to confront that question. Apparently pro- 
Israel goodwill is more important than the threat of a 
conservative evangelistic Protestantism that is still, at 
least theologically, committed to bringing the Jews to 
Christ. 

Most of the other Protestant denominations have been 
very quiet about the missionary efforts of Hebrew- 
Christian groups. Not so individual Protestant scholars. 
The distinguished Lutheran theologian Krister Stendahl, 
dean of the Harvard Divinity School and chairman of the 
World Council of Churches Consultation of the Church 
With the Jewish People, wrote recently about Paul’s 
thought as expressed in Romans, chapters 9- 1 I : “Paul 
has come to the point where he is actually teaching that 
conversion of the Jews might not be the intention of God, 
that actually the movement is going to be a gentile 
movement, that there is in the mystery of God a coexis- 
tence of Jews and Christians.” 

In  “Should There Be a Christian Witness to the 
Jews?” (Chrisrian Cenrury, April 13, 1977) Isaac C. 
Rottenberg, secretary for program interpretation for the 
Reformed Church in America, addresses the same ques- 
tion: 

...[ the Church’s] relationship to the Jewish people is 
sui generis.. . .Believers who share the covenant faith 
that has come to us through Moses and the prophets 
don’t missionize each other. 

Hence for me the great priority lies not in strate- 
gies, programs and campaigns to convert Jews, but in 
a major Christian educational effort to help church 
members recover the roots of their faith in Judaism. 

Clearly not all Protestants share this openness. In a 
response to Dr. Rottenberg’s article one congregational 
clergyman wrote: “Surely the greatest betrayal of our 
Lord, our mission, and all other people would be to grow 
silent about the new life Jesus offers. To be willing to 
speak that gospel to all people except the Jews would be 
nothing less than spiritual anti-Semitism.” 

The more one reads and listens to Protestants, the 
more one is forced to conclude that, so far as missionary 
witness to the Jews is concerned, American Protestan- 
tism is schizophrenic. I t  lives, with an unresolved am- 
bivalence. On the one hand it seems embarrassed by the 
sometimes crude huckstering of the Hebrew-Christian 
movement, while on the other hand it  seems equally 
reluctant to disassociate itself from the underlying 
thesis. That thesis, quite simply, is that the logical end of 
the re-Judaization of Christianity is not that Christians 
become Jews but that Jews become Christians. 

There remains an unresolved and perhaps an unresolv- 
able tension between the command to “bring all men to 
Christ” and “to the Jews first” (Rom. 1:16) and the 
recognition that the Jewish people live in a unique and 
enduring covenantal relationship with God, which dis- 
tinguishes them from those who are as yet untouched by 
the living word of God and thus in need of conversion. 
Even sympathetic Christian leaders admit that there are 
some (many?) in mainline Protestantism who, “if they 
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don’t approve of the efforts, certainly do nothing to stop 
them.” “They couldn’t stop them if they wanted to,” 
admits James Christison, former general secretary of the 
American Baptist National Mission Society, “because 
of the pressures from their local member churches.” 
Until this tension is.resolved, until Protestant churches 
repudiate not only the work of so-called Messianic Jews 
but also the entire conversionary thrust, Jews will be 
understandably cool toward Protestant-Jewish relation- 
ships. Nor will the Jewish community be mollified by the 
writings of its Protestant friends well-known for their 
affection and supportive theologies. 

The present situation is dangerous, and not because 
Jews feel they are going to lose legions of their own to the 
Christian church. Recent surveys, such as the one 
conducted by B’nai B’rith in fall, 1977, indicate that this 
is not happening in any significant fashion with Jewish 
college youth. I t  is a dangerous situation because its 
persistence stigmatizes all Christianity in the eyes of a 
Jewish community already wary of Christians. The 
situation may be used by Jews as a pretext to justify even 
further withdrawal from contact and work with the 
Christian religious community. No one can be asked to 
cooperate with another whose intent is to rob him of his 
own spiritual or ethnic identity. 

he situation in Roman Catholicism is radi- T cally different. The Roman Catholic 
Church is making clear that i t  no longer sees as theologi- 
cally valid any effort that would seek to convert Jews to 
Roman Catholicism. 

Of the many recent efforts that have been made by 
Roman Catholic scholars and authorities to authenticate 
this cha-nge in view, perhaps most impressive and dra- 
matic was the one that took place in March, 1977, in 
Venice, Italy. There Professor Tomasso Federici, pro- 
fessor of biblical theology at the Pontifical University of 
Propaganda Fide, read a remarkable paper, “The Mis- 
sion and Witness of the Church.” The setting was the 
sixth annual meeting of the International Catholic- 
Jewish Relations Liaison Committee, a group composed 
of official representatives of the Vatican’s Commission 
on Religious Relations With the Jews and the Interna- 
tional Jewish Committee for Interreligious Consulta- 
tions (IJCIC), of which 1 am a member. 

Professor Federici’s paper took over a year to prepare. 
Memtiers of the Vatican hierarchy were consulted during 
its preparation. Although not an “official document” of 
the Church, the fact that it  was read at an official meeting 
of this interreligious committee gave the document an 
extraordinary status. I t  has since been distributed and 
discussed in Catholic circles. The paper was written in 
response to a request made by members of IJCIC the 
previous year at a meeting in Jerusalem with the 
Catholic-Jewish Relations Liaison Committee. At that 
time we asked for aclarification of the Church’s position 
on the subject of “mission and witness,” since we felt 
that the lack of such clarification inhibited the ful l  
flowering of our relationships. 

Federici began with the assumptions previously 
spelled ou t  in  the official document Nosrru Aerate: that 
Israel is God’s beloved (Rom. I1:28) and that the cov- 

enant God made with Abraham and through Abraham 
with the entire Jewish people, past, present, and future, 
is irrevocable. He then turned to the question of the 
Church’s mission in light of those truths. The mission of 
the Church is found in both Hebrew Scriptures and the 
New Testament: “Service of the one God and of 
brotherly service to the peoples of the earth, making 
known the name of thc one God among all people of the 
earth in every age, and the sanctification of the name in 
the world and among the people .... In this, the Church 
joins with the Jewish peop1.e in their mission to the 
world. If at one time the Church saw its mission as one 
directedro the Jews, it  was because i t  did not understand 
the irrevocability of God’s promise to the Jewish people 
and of the eternality of His covenant with them. That 
covenant contains at its core the mission to ‘be a light 
unto the nations’ * ’  (Isa. 49:6). Jews who express that 
mission are a real witness before the whole world to the 
Jewish people’s destiny. Since it  is not to the Jewish 
people that the Church must bring the word of God, the 
validity of the Church’s historic posture of proselytism 
to the Jews is called into question and repudiated. “The 
church ... rejects in a clear way every form of pros- 
elytism. This means the exclusion of any sort of witness 
and preaching which in any way constitutes a physical, 
moral, psychological or cultural constraint on the Jews. 
... Attempts to set up organizations of any sort. particu- 
larly educational or welfare organizations for the ‘con- 
version’ of Jews, must be rejected ....” 

The repudiation of proselytism is clear and un- 
equivocal. In his paper Professor Federici repeatedly 
and pointedly reiterates that he is not breaking any fresh 
theological ground, but only formulating ideas and 
developments that had already occurred in the Church 
and that are legitimated by existing official Vatican 
documents and declarations. He insisted that he had not 
innovated, merely collated ,material from existing 
sources that, when assembled, constitute a coherent 
policy. 

Any comparison between Protestantism and Roman 
Catholicism must be somewhat irksome and is not quite 
fair. There are substantial differences in structure, 
method, and authoritative capacity. Yet some compari- 
son is inevitable. The Catholic Church too has its 
factions and wings. I t  too has those in its midst who find 
such an approach to the Jewish people bordering on the 
heretical. Nevertheless Roman Catholicism has had the 
courage to “mine” scripture and formulate a theology of 
accommodation with Judaism and the Jewish people 
that, while i t  fails to solve all problems, does allow 
Catholicism to relate without equivocation to living 
Judaism. 

That is something most Protestant denominations 
have failed to accomplish or even to undertake seriously. 
Until a serious start is made, their relations with the Jews 
in this country will remain uncertain and difficult. When 
Jews and Christians shared a social action agenda, i t  was 
possible to ignore the pain caused by the unresolved 
problem of possible conversion. Now that they face one 
another theologically, neither Jews nor Protestants can 
ignore any longer what has been hurting the Jewish 
community for so long. 


